
Trading APIs from

Brokerage Technology Solutions

Our full suite APIs, backed by 

expert Professional

App development Services 

(ProServ), enable  you to build 

unique trading experiences on top 

of very powerful trading engines. 

You can leverage the APIs to 

create your own discount or full-

service broking offering.



You can use our Trading APIs to build your unique market offering. What’s more, 

our expert App-Development Services, backed by more than two decades of 

capital market experience can help you design and develop engaging 

User Experiences for your trading app.

Trading APIs

The Trading APIs are a combination of Cloud REST & Socket based APIs, fine-

tuned to power a supercharged trading experience.

The Socket APIs handle ultra-low latency streaming market feed data and 

interactive data like order & trade confirmations. 

The Cloud REST APIs cater to all trading app needs like login, user profile, 

portfolio, holdings, order life cycle management and many more.

Our trading SDKs help you deliver an embedded trading experience in your Super 

Apps.



Our Payment Gateway API, 

facilitate  seamless PG 

integrations & fund update And 

User Management

API for real time syncing 

between Front Office and Back 

Office and Messaging APIs for

app notifications help complete

in-app user journeys.

Supporting APIs



Backed by Proven Trading Cores

The APIs are backed by our proven core 

Trading engines, consisting of OMS (Order 

Management System) with ultra-low 

latency order message (order/trade) 

throughput & infinite scaling to handle any 

volume loads and RMS with most 

extensive risk rule engine. 

They facilitate trading in all exchange listed 

trading instruments & segments across 

NSE, BSE, NCX, NCDEX and more. We 

constantly keep upgrading our trading 

cores to cater to the ever-evolving 

regulatory landscape. You also get cloud 

hosting services and 

benchmark customer support to have a 

hassle-free ownership experience.



Ease of Connectivity with Open APIs

Cutting edge innovations are happening in the trading ecosystem, with Fin 

Techs coming up with value added broking services like wealth products, 

portfolio advisory, thematic investments, automated strategies and more. 

Your clients have turned a leaf by designing their own trading strategies. We 

have made it super simple for them to connect to your trading systems with 

open APIs: Connector APIs for Fin techs and B2C APIs for individual investors, 

helping them seamlessly 

integrate to yours trading systems.
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